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At the Photographer's Oil Collective we have taught our painters to understand the
visual tools of photographers—our palette, saturation levels, tonal density, how we use
depth of field. All of those things are different for oil than they are for pixels. To make a
photograph that will translate into the best possible painting, it is also necessary
to understand the process from the painter’s point of view.
The biggest factor in the outcome of your painting will be the quality of the reference
photo. This section will help you to make photos that will result in beautiful paintings.

Resolution Requirements
Let's start with some good news. You don't need a medium format PhaseOne or even
full-frame 35mm camera to produce beautiful paintings. A sharp image from an APS
chip camera will do just fine. As will just about any decent camera, actually. (But smallchip compact cameras and smartphones will very much limit your ability to control depth
of field.)
As for the jpeg file itself, 3000 pixels on the long side is just fine. 2000 pixels will work,
too. And you can compress them down a bit for easy emailing into China, where
bandwidth can sometimes be a thing. So keep your file at or near full-res, and compress
the jpeg to where is it under 5MB total and you'll be more than fine.
Anticipating Oil's Tonal Range
Next, two concrete things that are easy to wrap your head around: tonal scale and
gamut. Oil enjoys a much wider gamut (color range) than that of digital photography,
with a near-infinite range of possible colors. That’s because it’s analog, with a
huge number of gradient steps. Thus, you can think of oil as having an extreme color bit
depth.
With human vision, when a scene gets very dark there are still a lot of interim steps left
before we get to pitch black. Not so with a digital photo. When you get to “dark,” you are
very close to “digital black” and you can’t hold any meaningful detail.
Oil is more like your vision than it is like a digital file. So you shouldn’t just pull the
ripcord and allow your image to have large areas of black. Or white, for that matter. To
the extent possible, you should have detail everywhere. That detail will come out in the
painting. And because of the wide gamut of oil, that detail wants to be in the painting
even if it isn’t obvious in your photo. So give your painter something to work with
everywhere in your frame.
Even if you are lighting your photos and creating something dramatic, you can ensure
legibility everywhere in the frame by placing a soft light source close to the lens axis (an
umbrella right behind you, for instance) and dial the power of the light down very far
until it just does reveal the detail in the shadows. This will be of tremendous help to your
painter.
Speaking of lighting, picture in your mind’s eye the kind of light that we think of as being
painterly. It is soft and directional, with detail in the shadows. It wraps around your
subject and defines them three-dimensionally.

Creating Painterly Light
It is called painterly light for a reason. The Old Masters could use any kind of light they
wanted. But they knew if they used a big, wraparound light source placed a little high
and over to the side, their subjects would look much more life-like in their paintings.
Not that a flat-lit image can’t make a great painting. But if your light has some direction
to it, the painting will look better. So, lighting is a consideration. Think like a painter. Use
window light, or a giant umbrella or softbox or whatever it takes. Maybe even hang a
white bedsheet and shoot your light source through that. Your subject will glow like a
Vermeer, which is kind of the point.
Whether you are using artificial light or natural light, soft directional light will make your
subjects feel three-dimensional in your painting. And remember to leave shape and
detail in skin. That blown-out, flat light trendy desaturated color shot might look great in
your portfolio this year, but is the flat light helping your painter? Probably not.
Minimum Face Sizes
Composition is another area where you will want to anticipate the needs of the painter.
As photographers, we depend on pixel density for detail. Painters rely on physical real
estate for detail. They can give us an incredible amount of detail in a face, but they need
square inches to do it. If you compose more loosely, you’ll need a larger painting in
order to get detail in the face (or faces). If you compose more tightly, you’ll be happier
with the result.
A good rule of thumb is six inches as a minimum head size (chin to top of head) in a
finished painting. To check this, convert your image size in Photoshop (or your preferred
imaging program) to be the same size as the painting you are considering having made.
(For example, a long side dimension of 20 inches.) Next, temporarily crop to the head of
your subject. Look at the image size of the new, cropped image. It should be six inches,
at least. And bigger is better.
How does that translate into different compositions? Here are some rules of thumb, but
always check your inches to be sure.
Estimating Painting Size
At 16×20″, a painting can handle a single person as a head-and-shoulders, or a waistup vertical portrait, provided it is not cropped loosely. It can include two people, if the
composition meets the minimum face size. The face sizes in the 16×20″ painting below
measure ~9″, which poses no problem.

When you start cropping more loosely or adding more people you will need a bigger
painting. For that reason you may want to compose more tightly than we might naturally
do as photographers. A photo gontaining four or five people, even composed tightly, is
probably going to mean a bump to a 24×36″ class painting. It all comes down to face
size.
Full-length portraits can be powerful, but they require bigger paintings to handle the
detail. Because of the relatively small face sizes in this full-length portrait by
photographer R.J. Kern, the painting below needed to be 36×48″ in size. And even
then, the face sizes were smaller than the painter would have preferred.

That’s a large painting, and one that would dominate any room. It’s beautiful, but it is
big. A tighter composition would give you more choices for painting size. And this is
important to know before you compose and shoot.
Just as our painters understand photographers’ variables, you should understand the
practical geometry of oil painting. In general, try to shoot tight. For an environmental
portrait, use surroundings in a space-efficient way.
Group portraits will incur bigger paintings. And they will cost more, both because of the
size and the number of people to paint. But you can give yourself more flexibility by
shooting even your group shots more tightly.
And of course you could always choose to have a tightly composed subject—such as a
head shot—painted larger than the minimum suggested size.
If you are not sure what painting size will best suit your photo, email it to us and ask.
We'll be happy to help.

So there’s tonal range, light and geometry. If not rules, these are at least strong
suggestions you should keep in mind. It's just like with photography in general:
understand your process and work towards its best final product.
Embracing a Style
Taking the time to consider your composition, lighting and moments is worth the effort
when your image may well live on for many generations as an oil painting. Think of it as
a photo that serves a greater purpose.
If you have shot editorial, it's not too different an approach than shooting a magazine
cover. You have some format constraints, the face needs to be a certain size and the
photo is ultimately going to serve another master—the magazine.
Because if that, it's a great idea to have a few go-to techniques in your pocket. It can
save your butt when you are thinking on your feet.
Study the master painters. Look at the way they compose. Look at the way they light.
Internalize some compositions that resonate with you. Maybe even bring them with you.
Keep a small art book in your camera bag to use as lighting and posing inspiration. It
can do wonders for you, but also to better communicate an idea to your subject.
Are you worried that you might be ripping off a master painter from 300 years ago? You
should be that lucky. Photographers have been stealing from Old Masters since
cameras were invented. There is a reason the painters' lighting and composition
resonate through the centuries. Make it work for you, too.
Or, go simple.
For an intimate portrait that will lead to a classic painting, it is hard to beat a nifty fifty.
We're talking about a normal lens—50mm for full frame 35, 35mm for APS, 80mm for
2 1/4.
If you fit a full head and shoulders (with a little bit if space) into a horizontal or square
composition using a normal focal length lens for your camera, a little bit of magic
happens.
First, you create intimacy. That's because you have to get a little closer with a normal
lens to do a loose headshot, and that perspective creates just the right amount of threedimensionality for your subject's head. You feel as if you are physically closer to the
person in the portrait, because the camera was.
That go-to portrait length lens in your bag? You have to back up. It flattens, and it is
flattering. But you loose intimacy in the process because that flattening also tells your

brain that the subject is further away.
The difference between the two perspectives (normal vs. portrait lens) roughly equates
to the difference in interpersonal space between two people who are very close, or just
acquaintances.
Second, normal lenses are wonderfully sharp. So you can shoot wide open (or one stop
off of wide open) and you'll get a nice, crisp photo with a creamy background.
That soft background, coupled with some soft, directional light in front, covers a lot of
bases. So now you can concentrate on connecting with your subject.
And that is exactly what photographer Alex Mazurov did (normal lens, creamy
background, beautiful moment) in the photo at the top of this paper.
Preserving the Magic
We are creating photos that will be an interim step towards an oil painting. There is
magic in that final product. As photographers, we want to do whatever we can to
preserve the magic. Think of your role as preserving the illusion that this could have
been a traditionally made painting—i.e., you stand there and pose while I paint.
Could we make a painting from a black and white photo? Sure. But it would look like it
was produced from a photo. So we don’t offer that service.
Similarly, consider a kinetic portrait done as an oil painting. It’s certainly been done
(think epic battle scenes) but it is tricky business. Can we do a painting of your subject
jumping a motorcycle on a motocross track? Again, sure we could. But it would
immediately register to your brain as “suspect” in the context of an oil painting.
A painting made from a kinetic photo is more likely to look look like a photograph that
was painted. So we suggest that you consider choosing quieter moments.
Editing for Oil
When you are editing down to your final selection, even more so than with a
photograph, look for a connection between the subject and the viewer. And that doesn’t
necessarily mean eye contact (although that is a strong device) but maybe just the
feeling that the subject and viewer are sharing a quiet moment.
Does feel selection feel like it could be a painting? Is that expression, that moment
something a painter might choose to construct? Choose your final image as if someone
is going to spend several months painting it, and as if it may be around for many
generations. Because someone is, and it might.

Eyes are a big deal. That’s your entry point into the photo—and ultimately, the painting.
Whether they are meeting the viewer or not, eyes really matter. So when you shoot (and
edit) look for frames that give the feeling that we can sense something about the
subject; that we know them.
Connect with the viewer. Because if your picture doesn't, the painting won't either.
Which brings up a very important point. Your image, which will serve as a reference
photo for the painting, needs to capture the person. Work towards that. Edit for it. It is
even more important here than it is in traditional photography.
If a normal photograph doesn’t capture a person, we write it off as a missed connection.
After all, the camera is a recording device. It doesn’t lie.
But if your reference photo doesn’t really capture the person, no oil painting version of
your photo is going to fix that. And the painter will get the blame. So even more so than
you normally would, pay attention to capturing your subject in your photograph. Talk
about this with your subject—and ideally their significant other or family member—in the
editing process.
In addition to your painter’s needs, it’s good practice for a portrait photographer.
Shoot for History
Lastly, something of gravity to think about. Because this photo will be converted into a
medium that with care may last for hundreds of years, this may well be the only
remaining visual record of your subject when all of the photos have long vanished.
In this moment, your subject may be communicating across hundreds of years. They
should understand that, and consider it while being photographed.
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